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Another Vitamix Aha: triumphant textures.
It’s the blender trusted by more professional chefs for a reason—it can unlock the 

hidden flavors of almost any ingredient and inspire you to creativity like never before. 
For taste, texture and consistency, chefs prefer the unparalleled performance of Vitamix. 

Engineered to change your life. Let us help your business at vitamix.com/commercial.
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OK. Where did the year go? I can hardly believe it’s December already. And 
yet, here we are! Traditionally a time of celebration and reflection, this 
issue of AHCT finds lots to shout about, including: if the bubble has burst 
on the regional Champagne market, or not; how local chefs are putting 
a very modern twist on one of the world’s oldest and finest ingredients; 

the shape of dishwashers in today’s (smaller) professional kitchens; how educators are 
working hard to stay one step ahead of the tech game to ensure the hospitality industry gets 
the graduates it needs; and whether predictions ‘the cloud’ would be a technical saviour 
have proved correct. All that, plus… the rise and rise of the Philippines, and how flower 
arrangements can improve a bottom line. As we look back on this year, 2016 has proved 
a momentous one in many ways for AHCT. We continue to be the region’s only B2B 
publication which covers every aspect of the industry, your one-stop shop for information, 
news, views and opinion. Our social media pages (Facebook on @asianhct and Instagram 
on asianhct) have proved an enormously rewarding hit. At press time, we are just drawing 
the winner of our first FB competition, run in partnership with our friends Worldhotels. 
For details see FB and www.asianhotelandcateringtimes.com. Make sure you get in on the 
action by Liking and Following us. It only remains for me to thank you for your continued 
support of Asia’s oldest and most respected hospitality magazine. It has been our very great 
pleasure to bring it to you this year, and we look forward to doing so for many years to 
come. In the meantime, we wish you and yours a very happy and safe festive season.

Season’s Greetings and… Cheers!
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Get smarter for the 
smart guest
 Hotel guests are increasingly valuing the 
digital experience - often more than other 
amenities a hotel might offer. Derrick Lee, VP 
global and vertical accounts, with technology 
service provider Acatel-Lucent Enterprise says, 
“The need for wi-fi has become an industry 
standard. Latest data shows many guests 
favour wi-fi access over complementary 

breakfast and free parking. There are three key technology 
developments that will determine whether smaller hotel chains 
can keep up with continuous consumer-driven demands: for 
guests, comprehensive wi-fi connectivity and the support for 
applications on guest devices to provide customer services 
and give them greater control over their stay; for hoteliers, the 
ability to collect and analyse the data from guest usage to better 
understand requirements. Guests have been able to download 
concierge apps for some time - to find and view information 
such as the hotel directory, restaurant and room service menus, 
swimming pool and spa - but not to book these services directly 
from the app. New BYOD guest telephony apps are available 
that allow these services to not only be viewed, but to make 
bookings. Research indicates more than 60 per cent of travellers 
prefer to purchase and reserve hotel guest services using mobile 
devices rather than face-to-face with hotel staff. Ageing hotel 
networks will struggle to provide a consistent quality of service for 
this new range of applications. Modern demands for bandwidth, 
multiple device connectivity and extensive connection range 
coupled with existing old telephony systems, have already begun 
to place strain on existing hotel systems. Add to this the fact that 
the transition to IP communications is set to accelerate over the 
next few years, and switching to IP telephony throughout the 
hotel network makes sense.” 

The Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) has 
announced Air Asia, Mastercard, TTG Travel Trade Publishing 
(TTG), ASEANTA, GOASEAN and the ASEAN Centres in China, 
Japan and Korea as strategic partners for the Visit ASEAN@50 
Golden Celebration 2017 campaign. It hopes the partners 
will “implement a range of promotions, raise awareness through 
ASEAN and Southeast Asia brand building, and drive travel 
bookings, especially for trips to more than one Southeast Asia 
destination.” The campaign has revealed 50 cross-border travel 
experiences that will “contribute to raising international tourism 
arrivals to the region from 109 million in 2015 to 121 million  
by 2017.”

Bayshore Pacific 
Hospitality of Taipei, an 
operator of casual dining 
restaurants in Taipei and 
Shanghai, has acquired 
controlling interest in Hong 
Kong-based Windy City 
International, owner and 
operator of Hong Kong 
restaurant brands Dan Ryan’s 
Chicago Grill and Amaroni’s 
N.Y. Italian Restaurant & 
Cafe. John Hardyment, CEO 
Bayshore says, “We feel there 
is tremendous growth potential 
in mainland China, where 
Italian cuisine is popular and 
accepted. The opening of the 
first Amaroni’s in Guangzhou  
is just the first step in our  
growth plans.” 

Mid-scale brand Novotel 
has introduced the Novotel 
Suites concept to Asia-
Pacific. Suite-type units are 
“spacious and functional, 
and can be adapted into a 
working or reception area. 
Rooms accommodate up 
to four people, come with 
a kitchenette and several 
amenities that cater to all 
types of guests and for all 
lengths of stays.” The debut 
property is the  87-studio 
and 64-apartments Novotel 
Suites Hanoi.

Kata Rocks Phuket has 
hosted superyacht rendezvous 
over the past few years and is 
now launching its own event. 
The inaugural Kata Rocks 
Superyacht Rendezvous 
2016 (KRSR) this month is 
“designed with superyacht 
owners in mind.” 

Preferred Hotels & Resorts 
has announced the winners 
of its first annual Preferred 
Awards of Excellence and 
eighth GIFTTS initiative. Best 
new hotel of the year is The 
Temple House, Chengdu; 
hotel of the year South Asia, 
Middle East, Africa and 
Australasia: The Leela Palace, 
New Delhi and hotel of the 
year APAC is New Otani 
Tokyo, Executive House  
Zen (pictured).

The 274 studio and villa Kandima Maldives is set to open 
this month. General manager Grant Jefferies says, “This game-
changing resort… is much more than just a beach holiday,  
it’s a lifestyle!” 

Wyndham Hotel Group 
has opened two new hotels 
in South Korea, expanding 
the presence of its Days Inn 
(Dongtan, 116-rooms) and 
Ramada (Incheon, 245-rooms) 
brands in two of the country’s 
tourism hubs. Part of an 
ongoing effort by the group 
to grow its key brands across 
Southeast Asia, the hotels 
will boost presence to 2,891 
rooms. Both hotels are 
franchises: Sorae Hotel AMC 
and YT Partners respectively. 
Wyndham Hotel Group 
currently has 26 hotels in the 
development pipeline across 
South Korea, including 17 
Ramada, six Days Inn and 
three Howard Johnson. 
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Anantara Hotels Resorts & 
Spas has opened its second 
resort in Sri Lanka: The 
141-key Anantara Kalutara 
Resort is on the island’s 
southwest coast.

Getting real 
by going posh
 The Gettys Group 
president Andrew Hay says the 
line between boutique hotels 
and hostels is blurring. “While ‘hostel’ continues to conjure a 
less-than-desirable place for many, the hot new buzzword in the 
cost-effective travel sector is ‘poshtel’, a hybrid of a hostel and 
a boutique hotel. Poshtels integrate the affordability factor and 
community feel of hostels with the appealing design cachet of 
boutique hotels. Forward-thinking hospitality brands are adding 
poshtels to their portfolios to elevate the experience of shared 
accommodations - an idea that captures the demands of today’s 
traveller who favours authentic moments over generic, ‘could-
be-anywhere’ environments. Just as independent ‘lifestyle hotels’ 
have popped up around the globe, so too have these emerging 
poshtels, attracting travellers from all walks of life. With the 
rise of cost-effective and experiential lodgings such as Airbnb, 
travellers are more open than ever to considering alternative 
accommodations options. With hip designs, cool amenities and 
plenty of opportunities for social engagement and community 
connections, poshtels are the perfect venues for the Instagram/
Snapchat generation. Programming is one of the biggest draws 
of staying at a poshtel versus a traditional hotel, enabling the 
guest to engage with the ‘real city’ versus the ‘tourist-y’ version. 
Many of these guests prioritise value and social connections over 
privacy and isolation. A large segment of today’s travellers - alone 
or in groups - want to experience a destination like a local, getting 
to the heart of its community rather than just scratching the 
surface of a city.”

The 28-cabin luxury cruise ship The 
Strand Cruise is an extension of 
The Strand Hotel in Yangon and 
operates three- and four-night 
itineraries on Myanmar’s Ayeyarwady 
River between Bagan and Mandalay. 
The ship moors in exclusive 
locations along the route. Burmese 
craftsmanship, teak floors, original 
local art, a spa, outdoor balconies, 
and 24-hour butler service are just 
part of the charm.

Southern Laos has won 
the PATA CEO Challenge 
Top Destination 2016 award. 
The award recognises the 
region as a top emerging 
tourist destination “displaying 
unique and diverse cultures 
and heritages.” Travel and 
hotel branding specialists Quo 
were hired to create “a fresh 
destination brand that would 
reflect the region’s diversity, 
serenity, charm and relaxed 
approach to life.” 

Certified knowledge
 In response to “high 
demand for wine and spirit 
education across Greater 
China” the UK’s Wine and 
Spirit Education Trust 
(WSET) has opened its first 
international office. WSET 
Asia-Pacific will be based in 
Hong Kong. The Trust is the 

largest global provider of wines and spirits qualifications. Following 
the UK, China has overtaken the US to be the second biggest 
market for WSET and the largest growth market, with candidate 
numbers for 2015/16 up 38 per cent on the previous year and 
course registrations for 2016/17 “showing no signs of slowing.” 
As demand continues to increase, WSET prioritised Hong Kong 
for the opening. Ian Harris, WSET chief executive explains, “We 
have provided WSET qualifications through providers in the 
region since the turn of the millennium, and the expansion into, 
and across mainland China over the past 10 years has been 
phenomenal.” Meanwhile, JancisRobinson.com has partnered 
with the WSET to launch the Outstanding Alumni Award, an 
annual accolade that will celebrate a WSET Diploma graduate 
who is “notably contributing to the industry.”  
See www.asianhotelandcateringtimes.com for results.

Wyndham Hotel Group has 
returned its Ramada brand 
to Japan with the opening 
of the 300-room Ramada 
Hotel Niigata. Benten Plaza 
Company has the franchise.

This month newly appointed 
executive chef Roberto 
Barazzutti is tempting diners  
at aqua and Armani/Aqua 
with world-famous Alba  
truffles presented in traditional  
Italian style - “pure  
and uncomplicated.”

One of the world’s leading 
environmental benchmarking 
and certification programmes, 
EarthCheck has opened 
Australia’s first Tourism 
Entrepreneurs Accelerator 
Program for tourism start-
ups. The programme will 
“enable the organisation to 
share  global data, research 
and tourism development 
experience with  
tourism entrepreneurs.”

EarthCheck GM Mark Olsen & 
Little Tokyo Two events mgr  
Issac Holmyard
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In a “major partnership”, AccorHotels  
has joined forces with LinkedIn,  
the world’s largest professional network  
on the internet, to “enrich its mobile app 
with an unprecedented new service for 
travellers.” (See full story at  
www.asianhotelandcateringtimes.com)

Onyx Hospitality Group has signed a 
partnership agreement with Tang Charoen 
to manage three Amari hotels in Laos. This 
agreement will mark Onyx’s market entry 
into the country with the first property set 
to begin operation in 2017.

 Sleep is recognised 
as the most important 
contributor to an 
individual’s health. 
A rough consensus 
recommends that at least 
one third of a person’s life 
should be spent sleeping. 
But guests often have 
trouble adjusting to a 
new bed and this can 
impact sleep patterns 
and the pleasure of their 
stay. A number of Six 
Senses properties have 
introduced the Sleep With 

Six Senses programme. It begins with a pre-arrival online questionnaire 
that allows a dedicated Sleep Ambassador to understand guest sleep 
patterns and based on this information provide tools and tips on how to 
improve the quality of sleep. These Sleep Ambassadors have “excelled 
in a training programme” created by internationally renowned sleep 
Doctor Michael Breus. They fine-tune the guest room prior to arrival to 
ensure all preferences are noted and prepare the guest bedroom each 
evening to ensure optimum sleep conditions. They are also on call 
each day to assist and provide support to guests. Building on quality 
basics (particular mattresses, bed linen etc), guests who wish to learn 
more about improving their quality of sleep can upgrade to a package 
which includes a sleep bag, Valley Forge moisture-wicking linens and a 
Withings aura sleep tracker/app. The results from the sleep app will be 
reviewed with a Six Senses Integrated Wellness Practitioner during a 
personal consultation. Based on the results, the wellness practitioner may 
recommend a personalised programme of spa treatments and activities 
to help improve sleep. Six Senses Yao Noi, Thailand, and Ninh Van Bay, 
Vietnam have been chosen to start the programme. New builds such as 
Krabey Island, Cambodia (May 2017) Bali, (Q3 2017) and Fiji (Q3 2017) 
will automatically offer the programme.

In celebration of its 70th anniversary InterContinental 
Hotels & Resorts recently conducted the first 
InterContinental Michelin Insider Road Show in China. 
The InterContinental Marseille Michelin-starred restaurant 
chef Lionel Levy and InterContinental Amstel Amsterdam 
Michelin-starred restaurant chef Rogér Rassin were 
joined by 15 other InterContinental Insider Chefs including 
Hong Kong’s Kenny Tsang (pictured) in the Greater China 
Region for this tour which started at InterContinental 
Beijing Sanlitun, stopped at InterContinental Shanghai 
Expo and ended at InterContinental Shenzhen - giving 
guests a taste of the InterContinental Life through a visual 
culinary feast.

Multi award-winning resort and spa Banyan Tree 
Lijiang has celebrated its 10th anniversary.

Travel tome Lonely Planet has awarded 
South Australia fifth best region on 
their Best in Travel 2017 lists - the only 
Australian destination to be included 
across the top three categories. Other 
regions listed in the 2017 list include 
Choquequirao, Peru at number one, 
followed by Taranaki, New Zealand, The 
Azores, Portugal and North Wales, UK. 
Canada features as top country while 
France’s Bordeaux made the top city.

Helping guests catch ZZZZZs

The Ritz-Carlton Hotel 
Company has signed a 
management agreement 
with NDG Asia Pacific (NZ) 
to open the first Ritz-
Carlton in New Zealand in 
2019. The property will be 
300 keys.

Lai Sun F&B Management, 
the F&B group behind 
several Hong Kong dining 
outlets, has announced the 
re-opening of Old Bazaar 
Kitchen. Executive chef 
and partner Billy Chung 
will continue to helm the 
kitchen and “bring forth 
exciting new changes to 
the concept, menu and 
restaurant design.”
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Following Marriott’s recently 
completed acquisition of 
Starwood Hotels & Resorts, 
Marriott International has 
announced it is on track to 
hit a target of 50 hotels for its 
Australia, New Zealand and 
Pacific portfolio by the end of 
2020. With 24 hotels currently 
in operation the group now 
has a pipeline of signed and 

approved deals totaling an additional 18 properties over the next 
four years across the region, which includes Samoa, Fiji and New 
Caledonia. The current pipeline properties will provide more than 
2,500 hotel jobs and add more than 4,500 rooms. Craig Smith, 
president and managing director Asia-Pacific says, “We currently 
have seven of our 30 brands represented here and we look 
forward to introducing more in the coming years.” Marriott already 
has a presence in key gateway cities Sydney, Melbourne, Perth 
and Brisbane, and will enter emerging primary and secondary 
destinations, with the signings of Four Points by Sheraton 
Parramatta, The Westin Resort & Spa Coolum, Aloft Adelaide and 
Sheraton Adelaide Hotel. Three additional brands, Aloft, W and 
The Ritz-Carlton are expected to be introduced to the region by 
the end of 2020, with the W Brisbane and Aloft Perth scheduled 
to open in 2017, followed by Aloft Melbourne South Yarra and 
Aloft Adelaide in 2019, and The Ritz-Carlton, Melbourne and The 
Ritz-Carlton, Perth slated for 2020.

All at sea
 Asian luxury cruise line, Dream Cruises - which recently 
welcomed its first ship Genting Dream into home port Hong 
Kong - has announced a partnership with Australian winemaker 
Penfolds to bring the world’s first Penfolds Flagship Wine Vault 
to sea. Guests will be able to indulge in an array of rare wines and 
fine vintages from one of the world’s leading wineries, including 
Penfolds Bin 170 which celebrates the winemaker’s 170th 
anniversary and Penfolds Grange 2010, which has three perfect 
scores of 100 points from international wine critics. Exceptional 
whites will also be available. Food pairing opportunities “are 
boundless”. And as part of the collaboration, Genting Dream will 
also become home to the Penfolds Aevum Imperial Service Ritual, 
a distinctive vessel specially handcrafted by European glass 
and crystal house Saint-Louis and one of only five in the world. 
Designed to hold the 2012 Penfolds Grange Imperial in honour 
of the winemaker’s flagship brand and one of the most highly 
regarded Grange vintages, the Aevum Imperial Service Ritual 
aboard Genting Dream will be the only one showcased at sea.

Wyndham Hotel Group has 
announced the opening of 
two new hotels in South 
Korea’s largest island and a 
premier tourist destination 
Jeju province. The 172-room 
Ramada Jeju Seogwipo 
and 281-room Days Hotel 
Jeju Seogwipo Ocean join 
Wyndham’s portfolio of 20 
hotels currently open and 
operating in South Korea, while 
bringing the company’s hotel 
count in Jeju to seven.

The Cosmopolitan Hotel Hong 
Kong has been rebranded 
as Dorsett Wanchai Hong 
Kong. To celebrate its new 
name, the hotel has been given 
“a bright new look,” complete 
with a top-to-bottom makeover 
for all guestrooms, lobby, and 
other facilities.

Minor Hotel Group brand 
Anantara has become the 
most awarded individual hotel 
brand for 2016 in the 2016 
Wine Spectator Restaurant 
Awards which recognise 
restaurants whose wine lists 
offer “interesting selections, are 
appropriate to their cuisine and 
appeal to a wide range of  
wine lovers.”

Anantara wine guru Khun Jirachai
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The five-month 
‘Great Outdoors 
Hong Kong’ 
campaign, 
organised by 
the Hong Kong 
Tourism Board 
(HKTB), has kicked 
off. This year, the 
HKTB will organise 
30 guided tours, 
showcasing nine 
award-winning or 

internationally recognised hiking and cycling trails in Hong Kong 
to encourage tourists to explore the city’s best nature escapes in 
the company of local experts.

I n d u s t r y  n e w s

US hotelier Ian Schrager has opened his first hotel in China. The 
Sanya Edition on Hainan Island is the latest addition to Edition 
hotels, the brand Schrager conceived in partnership with Marriott 
International. The property has 512 residential-style guestrooms, 
including 46 suites, and an additional 17 exclusive hotel villas.

Diaoyutai Hotel Hangzhou, 
the flagship of the Diaoyutai 
hotel brand under Diaoyutai 
MGM Hospitality, has opened. 
Established in 2007, Diaoyutai 
MGM Hospitality owns MGM 
Grand and Bellagio in China, 
and is developing Diaoyutai as 
“a global top-tier hotel brand 
originated from China.” The group 
now operates the MGM Grand 
Sanya, Diaoyutai Boutique Hotel 
Chengdu and Diaoyutai Hotel 
Hangzhou, Diaoyutai (Diaoyutai 
means ‘fishing platform’).

With China still the top target 
for the many in the international 
wine community, experts led by 
Master of Wine Debra Meiburg, 
and members of the local and 
international wine community 
recently gathered in Shanghai 
to discuss and debate the 
current issues in the market, 
and project future trends. 
Market evolution, the gifting 
culture, brand consciousness, 
and social media made up the 
bulk of the discussions and a 
full report is available on www.
asianhotelandcateringtimes.com

JW Marriott Hotel & Resorts and drone manufacturer DJI have launched 
the hotel brand’s first Drone Experience Program. Hotel guests will be 
able to view the JW Marriott’s properties “through a new perspective, 
and will be able to capture and share these experiences with friends and 
family.” The first property to debut the Drone Experience Program is JW 
Marriott Zhejiang Anji.

Friends and collaborators 
over many years in Sydney 
and Bali, Maurice Terzini 
and Adrian Reed of Motel 
Mexicola have opened Da 
Maria Bali. The restaurant 
is modern Italian in the 
Osteria style. With interiors 
by Roman architects 
Lazarini Pickering, Da 

Maria “highlights the diversity of Italian food, wine, music, 
fashion, art and friends, with more than a little Capri in the 
heart of Seminyak.”

After winning in the Zhonghua Cup competition in 
Shanghai, the Chinese Culinary Institute (CCI) has 
continued its winning streak and received accolades in 
two international culinary contests. The institute won the 
8th World Championship of Chinese Cuisine (WCCC) and 
the 2016 Vocational Students Culinary Skills Competition 
of Guangxi, Hong Kong and Taiwan. 

Soravit Hotels has unveiled its first hotel concept, attitude 
on granville. The 81-room “playful boutique hotel” 
features themes of Old Hong Kong. Designed by Oval 
Partnership, Attitude is inspired by the early 70s and 80s. 
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A new Guinness World 
Record has been made for 
the ‘Most Expensive Shot of 
Cognac’. A measure of Croizet 
Cognac Cuvée Leonie 1858 
was sold for the first time 
at InterContinental Hong 
Kong for a record-breaking 
US$8,763. The buyer was 
Jason Wong chairman of 
Eyarn Lighting. InterContinental 
Hong Kong is donating part 
of the proceeds from the sale 
to AIDS Concern in Hong 
Kong. During the whole of this 
month proceeds from sales 
of the 1858 Cuvée Leonie by 
the shot or a special cocktail 
called The Winston will benefit 
the charity. This special 
155-year-old cognac, known 
as pre-phylloxera, was made 
before the global vine/grape 
disease which destroyed most 
vineyards in the 1870s, so the 
grapes used to make it are 
unique and now extinct. The 
vines that harvested these 
grapes were planted by Julius 
Caesar’s conquering armies 
in 55BC. As the only venue in 
the world where guests can 
purchase Cognac Croizet’s 
1858 Cuvee Leonie by the shot 
and also the only hotel in Hong 
Kong where this historical 
vintage can be purchased by 
the bottle, InterContinental 
Hong Kong has a special guest 
package on offer this month. 

Shinta Mani Club in Siem Reap, the 63-room 
luxury boutique hotel designed by Bill Bensley, 
has just launched a package that invites guests 
to play an active part in contributing to the local 
community. With responsible tourism on the rise 
around the world and sustainability becoming 
much more mainstream within the tourism 
industry, there has been a growing interest 
among travellers in itineraries that bring tangible 
benefits to the surrounding areas. Shinta Mani’s 
‘Open Doors, Open Hearts’ package provides 
guests the opportunity to donate a water well to 
the local community and save up to 25 per cent 
in rates. 

Regional Michelin success
 Our following ‘locals’ have received stars in the 2017 Michelin Guide Hong Kong & Macau: 
T’ang Court at The Langham Hong Kong retains three stars for the second consecutive year; at 
the Ritz-Carlton Hong Kong, Chinese restaurant Tin Lung Heen receives two stars, and Italian 
restaurant Tosca receives one star. This is the fifth year in a row for Tin Lung Heen to be awarded 
two stars; Cantonese restaurant Yat Tung Heen at Eaton Hong Kong has been awarded one star; 
Indian restaurant The Golden Peacock at The Venetian Macao has been awarded one star for the 
fourth year in a row; Seasons by Olivier E has been awarded one star.

The European Dairy Association CNIEL and 
the European Union recently returned to the 
region for the second edition of its ‘Open Your 
Taste, Enjoy European Cheese’ campaign. 
Hosted by Cheese Master François Bourgon 
who demonstrated the complexity and diversity 
of cheese can be paired in a multitude of ways 
for all occasions. Underlining the “infinite pairing 
possibilities”, the workshop uniquely paired  
a selection of cheeses with French whiskies.  
(See full report on  
www.asianhotelandcateringtimes.com) 
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Travel isn’t global nowadays… 
it’s cyber. 

There’s no doubt social 
media and technology in 

general are changing the way people travel. 
They are transforming the way people make 
travel choices and decisions. 

It’s not just about information and 
expectations. It is also creating a never-
before kind of transparency in the industry. 

Hoteliers are struggling to keep up. But 
educators are expected to be one step ahead 
of the game. Are they here? 

For an hotelier’s view of these issues 
AHCT turned first to Olivier Chavy, 
CEO of Mövenpick Hotels & Resorts. 
“As far as training is concerned, we have 
to significantly improve our customer 
insight,” he says.  

“For example, we are now surrounded 
by millennials who have moved into 
mid-management positions and they have 
always been actively involved in the tech 

Technically 
educaTed

How is the tech evolution, even ‘revolution’ being applied in training the 
next generation of hospitality providers? Donald Gasper investigates

evolution - or should we call that  
a revolution?”

As for the unprecedented transparency 
that the changes in technology have 
engendered, he says that it is a double-
edged sword:  “On the one hand, it 
opens up a lot of new channels you can 
use to communicate your brand. On the 
other hand, you have to put even more 
effort than ever before into the consistent 
delivery of your service - because those 
same channels will be used by consumers 
to communicate to the world even the 
slightest inconsistency or deviation from 
your brand standards. 

“And of course loyalty is no longer 
guaranteed - you have to work harder than 
ever to earn it.” 

educaTors Too
As travel goes cyber, educators for 

the hotel and tourism industries, are 
also making good use of technology 

Right from check-in things are different today (Photo courtesy: Pullman)

Francis Lam, programme manager hotel and 
tourism, Hotel and Tourism Institute, Hong 
Kong’s Vocational Training Council (VTC)
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for training, according to Francis Lam, 
programme manager hotel and tourism 
at the Hotel and Tourism Institute of 
Hong Kong’s Vocational Training Council 
(VTC). “It’s more important than ever 
now that we equip our students with the 
industry knowledge of the most up-to-
date technologies, from booking tools to 
in-room facilities, and that we apply more 
tools in the digital world in our actual 
teaching methods,” he asserts. 

“As you can imagine, we can easily 
share notes, information and even collect 
homework on the web; I think more 
important is that the relationship between 
the instructors and students also gets closer 
with the good use of social media. 

“For example, Facebook is now 
a popular platform for students and 
instructors to communicate, share 
interesting ideas, get updates.

“Some instructors share industry 
knowledge and stories via that social media 
platform… it is a good, ‘soft’ way to teach.”

In the world 
of  hospitality, 

technology has 
revolutionised 
products, jobs 
and consumer 
expectations
Dr. Jon-Hans 
Coetzer, chief  

academic officer, 
Glion Institute of  
Higher Education

As far as 
training is 
concerned, 
we have to 

significantly 
improve our 

customer insight
Olivier Chavy, 

CEO of  
Mövenpick Hotels 

& Resorts

Nevertheless, Lam is quick to point 
out: “No matter how technology evolves, 
the human factor will forever be the core 
for the hospitality and education worlds. 
Technology should be applied to enhance 
communication but not to reduce it.”

Dr. Dan Wang, assistant Professor at the 
School of Hotel and Tourism Management 
of the Hong Kong Polytechnic University, 
agrees that in recent years, social media has 
increasingly penetrated into many aspects 
of people’s lives and education is definitely 
part of it. 

“The impact of social media on 
education is becoming more explicit with 
the development of online education 
programmes,” she says. 

“With the development of Massive 
Open Online Courses (MOOCs), learners 
are eager for evaluation information from a 
user’s perspective to select courses and also 
for an online community for peer learning 
and communication.”

These MOOCs are indeed driving a 
new wave of learning in this digital age. 
Tens of millions of learners worldwide, 
regardless of their background and 
locations, can now have free access to 
quality education which traditionally could 
only be accessed by attending institutions 
with hefty tuition fees. 

From the learners’ perspective, it is 
also a great pedagogical tool. In Asia the 
significant impact of MOOCs is just 
starting to be felt. Now, quite a few leading 
universities in Japan, Korea, Hong Kong 
and mainland China, are offering MOOCs. 

noT jusT asia
It is not only in Asia that technology is 

increasingly used in hospitality training.
Dr. Jon-Hans Coetzer, chief academic 

officer at Switzerland’s Glion Institute of 
Higher Education, says that employers not 
only prefer candidates with digital skills, 
they expect the candidates to have mastered 
those skills. 

“In the world of hospitality, technology 
has revolutionised products, jobs and 
consumer expectations,” he says.

Educational technology is an 
indispensable part of the learning process 
for the post-millennial generation of digital 
natives, who demand engaging, interactive 
learning experiences.

“Glion Institute of Higher Education 
has always provided students with a holistic 
education: together with an advisory board 
of hospitality experts, we are ensuring that 
our curriculum reflects the technological 
challenges the industry is facing due to 
shifts in consumer behaviour, distribution 
and reputation management.” 

Dr. Jon-Hans Coetzer, chief  academic officer, 
Glion Institute of  Higher Education

Dr. Dan Wang, assistant Professor at the School 
of  Hotel and Tourism Management of  the Hong 
Kong Polytechnic University
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Challenges 
and 

opportunities
Is the Philippines Asia’s next hot travel destination?  

Michael Taylor looks at the evidence

M a r k e t  r e p o r t

The Philippines welcomed 
5.35-million arrivals in 2015, 
representing a growth rate of 
almost 11 per cent over the year 

before, which was more than double the 
Asian average of 5 per cent and the global 
average of 4.5 per cent.

“The Department of Tourism (DOT) is 
confident it will reach this year’s target of 6 
million visitors,” says Michael Celis director 
of sales and marketing, Discovery Primea, 
Makati, Philippines.  

“Foreign tourist arrivals in the 
Philippines breached the four million mark 
as of the end of August 2016, sustaining the 

upward growth trend. This is the first time 
the country surpassed four million arrivals 
in just the first eight months of the year.”

According to the latest World Investment 
Report 2016 of the United Nations 
Conference on Trade and Development 
(UNCTAD), the Philippines will rank 
among the 15 most favoured investment 
destinations for multinational enterprises 
over the coming three years.

“UNCTAD said China, India and the 
US will remain the preferred destinations 
for foreign direct investments (FDIs) 
between 2016 and 2018,” Celis says. “Hong 
Kong and Singapore were bumped off from 

The Philippines has bumped other regional places off  ‘preferred destinations’ lists

Joy Anne Denoga-Bautista,  
VP sales and marketing, One-Of-Collection
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last year’s list and were replaced by the 
Philippines and Myanmar.”

According to Josephine Lim, managing 
director for Southeast Asia, Preferred Hotels 
& Resorts, multinationals are progressively 
increasing their presence and financial 
investments in the country.

“This is evident with the rapid 
development of Manila Bay and Fort 
Bonifacio Global City areas,” Lim says. 
“It has a great labour market with a large 
and growing young English-speaking 
population who are naturally warm and 
welcoming - traits that provide affinity for 
labour intensive service industries such as 
hospitality and food and beverage.”

Bumps to ride
Still the Philippines faces challenges. 
When compared to other Southeast 

Asian travel destinations, the country’s 
infrastructure doesn’t seem up to snuff. 
Are the roads adequate? What about the 
airports? There are also security concerns 
as well as the frequent typhoons and 
occasional earthquake or volcanic eruption. 
Is the country safe for tourists? 

“The perception of security in the 
Philippines is a mixed one, but with the 
growing number of visitor arrivals into the 
country, this seems to be moving towards a 
more positive note,” Lim says. 

“There is so much potential for growth, 
and as the government continues to invest 
in the infrastructure - increasing the 
capacity of the country’s airports to handle 
larger and more frequent air traffic flow, 
better connectivity within the internal 
transport network, and the progression 
towards a more stable political bandwidth 
- the Philippines is currently one of the 
region’s fastest-growing economies, and 
poised to become one of Asia’s powerhouses 
in the coming three to five years.”

It has a large 
and growing 

young English-
speaking 

population who 
are naturally 
warm and 
welcoming 
- traits that 

provide affinity 
for labour 

intensive service 
industries 

Josephine Lim, 
MD Southeast 
Asia, Preferred 

Hotels & Resorts

Michael Mahinay is resort manager 
at The Funny Lion, a 31-room boutique 
hotel located in Palawan, one of the most 
spectacular travel destinations in  
the Philippines.

“The key challenge that we are facing 
is how to meet tourist demand without 
jeopardising the attractions,” Mahinay 
says. “The local government as well as the 
investors and hotel and tour operators 
are working side-by-side to achieve a 
sustainable tourism.”

But there are opportunities as  
well as challenges. 

Three islands in the Philippines scored 
highly in Condé Nast’s Top 20 Best Islands 
in the World list for 2016: Boracay came 
in first, Palawan came in second and Cebu 
came in fifth. Palawan alone has three major 
tourist destinations: Puerto Princesa, El 
Nido and Coron.

“The key opportunity that we are 
seeing right now is the overall popularity 
of Palawan, being one of the world’s best 
islands,” Mahinay says, adding that The 
Funny Lion will expand its product and 
services to meet the high influx of tourists.

The Funny Lion is a member of the 
One-Of-Collection, a locally-owned hotel 
group with three other properties of 16 to 
96 rooms. Four more properties are in  
the pipeline. 

“We’re looking at a consolidated 30 per 
cent growth in sales next year, plus we will 
start construction of more properties,” says 
Joy Anne Denoga-Bautista, vice-president of 
sales and marketing at One-Of-Collection.  
“Exciting times ahead!”

According to Olivier Chavy, CEO of 
Mövenpick Hotels & Resorts, it’s easy to 
see why the Philippines is attracting leisure 
travellers from around the world. 

“It is still affordable in comparison to 
other destinations, and it also offers a high 
level of service, friendly people plus of 
course beautiful natural beaches,”  
Chavy says.

René Egle, general manager Shangri-La’s 
Mactan Resort & Spa takes it a step further.

“There is a wealth of natural attractions 
that are justly famous, diverse cultural 
experiences from distinct periods in the 
country’s history, and then there is the 
Filipinos’ resilient cheerfulness, always so 
genuine and heartfelt,” Egle says. “They say 
it’s more fun in the Philippines, and  
that’s a fact!” 

Josephine Lim, MD Southeast Asia,  
Preferred Hotels & Resorts

Michael Celis, director sales and marketing, 
Discovery Primea, Makati
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AheAd 
in the 
cloud

Have predictions that 
the cloud is the way 
of the future proved 
correct? Why are 
the applications so 
complex and what are 
the issues around cost 
and training? What 
more can be done  
with POS?  
Donald Gasper talks  
to the professionals

Two years ago cloud technology 
was firmly entrenched in the 
hospitality industry. 

Hundreds of thousands of 
hotels and restaurants were working in a 
cloud environment and experts predicted it 
was the way of the future. 

In just the last two years, the hospitality 
industry has seen a definite shift towards 
acceptance of cloud technology, according 
to Robert Schecterle, director of marketing 
for Agilysys.  

“As the industry moves towards the 
cloud, increasingly advanced cloud-based 
solutions are being offered, many of which 
have features and functionality once found 
only in more expensive legacy systems,”  
he says. 

“As a result, fewer hotels and other 
hospitality venues are asking if they should 
move to the cloud, but rather how they 
should move to the cloud.”

“POS cloud technology is driving 
forward,” agrees Matthew Faull, senior vice-
president for IT and e-commerce at Swiss 
Belhotel International. 

“It is clearly being adopted by small 
businesses. Tablet-based applications like 
TouchBistro are allowing businesses to take 
their POS transactions into the cloud and 
add services like membership and loyalty 
programmes. Mobile phone payments via 
cloud systems are becoming more  
and more popular. 

“The greatest challenge for hotels and 
other large organisations is finding a way 
for these new systems to integrate into their 
legacy PMS and finance systems.”

Additional complexities are being added to POS systems all the time  
to match everyone’s needs and demands (Photo courtesy: Fairmont Peace Hotel)
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have to strive to stay ahead to keep cyber 
crime in check and our clients safe. 

“It’s a constant battle that CIOs are very 
well aware of. They are looking for cloud 
solutions to help them mitigate risk.”

The company’s proprietary system, 
Simphony is “a tremendously robust 
application,” Tate asserts, that runs on 
premises as well as in the cloud.  

“I believe further development in the 
extensibility will result in more integrations 
to third-party products as well as increases 
in functionality of some of the existing 
integrations to CRM, finance and other 
ERP systems. 

“If you can envision all the applications 
running in the cloud as a single cloud-based 
and fully integrated solution that will work 
locally and globally, then you start to piece 
together how the cloud is driving this level 
of innovation.” 

chAllenges
Although migrating to a cloud-based 

POS system is not without challenges, 
many properties are pleased to discover that 
the process is surprisingly straightforward. 

“Point-of-sale systems perform 
particularly well in the cloud,” Schecterle 
says, “and the benefits of migrating typically 
outweigh any short-term inconvenience.”

Michael Schubach, strategic 
deployments / programme management 
director at Infor Hospitality says that the 
cloud is producing results at an  
amazing rate.

“In the case of hospitality automation 
the problem is not that the cloud has failed 
to meet expectations, but rather that the 
new cloud applications have yet to offer 
the depth and sophistication established by 
their premise-based predecessors. 

“Yes, hospitality applications are 
extremely complex, and the older systems 
have a 50-year head start; PMS and POS 
systems combine aspects of accounting, 
inventory management, payment processing 
and reporting - and those are just the  
simple examples.” 

Grahame Tate, vice-president for 
hotel sales Japan and Asia-Pacific, 
Oracle Hospitality, disagrees on the issue 
of complexity: “I believe hospitality 
applications are not complex in their purest 
forms: inventory management systems or 
cash registers are the humble beginnings 
of the PMS and POS applications we see 
today. 

“While hotels and restaurants continue 
to drive for uniqueness, differentiation and 
ownership of the client relationship, we will 
see the additional complexities evolve. 

“With the sophistication needed for 
data-base access, loyalty tracking, spend 
tracking and all the uses of big data to 
improve operations, analytics and reporting 
are top priorities. 

The cloud is the way to achieve this.” 
Tate agrees there has been an acceleration of 
demand for cloud applications over the past 
two years. 

“A desire to reduce IT costs, improve 
simplicity and drive great guest experiences 
are some of the main market influencers.”

The predictions of high growth have 
been correct, he says, with additional clients 
or users as well as a wider set of hospitality-
related applications moving to the cloud. 

WhAt more cAn be done 
With Pos? 

Security is a huge concern to the 
market: “Times have changed over the last 
few years where there has been a significant 
uptick in sophistication of those groups that 
commit cyber crimes,” Tate says. 

“Major cloud vendors such as Oracle 

The benefits of  
migrating outweigh 

any short-term 
inconvenience

Robert Schecterle, director 
of  marketing, Agilysys

CIOs are looking for 
cloud solutions to help 

them mitigate risk
Grahame Tate,  

VP hotel sales Japan and 
APAC, Oracle Hospitality

Oracle’s proprietary 
system Simphony

Michael Schubach, strategic deployments/
programme management director, Infor 
Hospitality

Matthew Faull, senior VP IT and e-commerce, 
Swiss Belhotel International
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The right flower in the right place can make a positive 
and lasting impression. A great floral arrangement can 
bring a touch of nature to an inside space, it can reflect 
not just the image, but the soul of a place. 

Enhancing  image may just be a stem away nowadays, but 
people have been using flowers for all sorts of reasons for centuries: 
to commiserate, to propose, to say thank you, or well done, but 
perhaps most of all we use flowers to decorate, to bring cheer  
and happiness and to mark special occasions … such as the  
festive season. 

And… like food and drink, festive floral displays are social 
media gold!

Fantastic 
Florals

Floral designs may be a deliberate marketing strategy today with guests 
apparently able to gauge the kind of experience they are going to have 
by the blooms in a hotel foyer or restaurant table, but Zara Horner just 

enjoys the beauty

Special occasions such as Christmas are a perfect time for florists to display their vision, art and creativity (Photo courtesy: The Peninsula Hong Kong)

the Fairmont Peace hotel 
The Shanghai icon recently won first place in the Top 15 Best 

Hotels in China in the Condé Nast Traveler 2016 Readers’ Choice 
Awards. And the floral displays would cetainly have played a part. 
Kitty Zhang from Ming Flower who does the arrangements at 
the hotel changes the displays in the lobby and public areas once 
a week. “The flowers are designed to match the hotel’s art-deco 
design and colour palette,” Zhang explains. “For the lobby flowers 
at this time of year we use red, green and yellow to attract guests’ 
attention and match the theme and design of the hotel. For other 
areas, we design around the surrounding environment and colour 
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The floral decorations are designed to reflect the art deco theme

Interesting tabletop displays using unusual colours

of the area to match, but also to stand out.” Zhang says guests are 
overwhelmingly positive in their response and many of them “are 
curious about the type of flowers since we use some special varieties 
imported from Thailand and the Netherlands.”

A warm seasonal welcome from the very beginning is assured

Simple yet elegant, and making the full use of  that view

intercontinental, hK
Christmas is big in Hong Kong and the hotel is known to 

embrace the festive spirit in its floral displays. “The hotel is known 
for the huge Christmas tree” erected in the lobby every year, and 
holiday decorations which adorn spaces throughout the hotel, 
Carole Klein, executive director PR and communications says. 
For the festive occasion the flower beds at the hotel entrance are 
changed to seasonal poinsettias which are also used to decorate 
the lobby. Likewise at reception, guest relations and the concierge 
desk there will be festive arrangements and decorations. “The lobby 
lounge has small holiday-themed arrangements on each table which 
change weekly. The Club InterContinental Lounge has a large floral 
arrangement at the entrance. Our in-house florist Blooms and 
Blossoms monitors all the flowers to refresh and change as needed - 
depending  on the area and type of flowers.”
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the Peninsula, hK
One of Hong Kong’s most well-known and loved hotels 

The Peninsula has its own in-house floral team in charge of all 
floral decorations in the hotel, ranging from showpieces in the 
lobby to in-room floral arrangements to personalised bouquets. 
Billy Wong is senior florist: “For the showpieces in the lobby we 
change them every week and for smaller sized arrangements in 
our restaurants, we change them every five days depending on the 
location. However, during the festive season, we mainly use festive 
decorations largely lit candles and Christmas wreaths instead of 
fresh flowers in the lobby and other public areas.”

Wong and his team prepare three large floral arrangements in 
the lobby; for restaurant Gaddi’s “we very often use roses and at 
Spring Moon, our Cantonese restaurant, we have a small bamboo 
centerpiece on every table.” Guests love the flower  
arrangements so much Wong often sees them having photos  
taken next to the arrangements.

the mulia
Bali’s newest award-winning resort heralds itself as “epitomising 

extravagence and opulence, redefining sophistication,” and the floral 
arrangements appear to adhere to that. Mulia Blossoms the in-house 
florist changes the displays seasonally and is looking forward to 
providing special arrangements for the festive season. Interestingly, 
“We always try to maintain the flowers to ensure longevity, to 
ensure no wastage,” a spokesman tells AHCT. Particular favourites 
are: bougainvillea; cymbidium orchids; lavender; calla lilies and 
amaryllis. “We rotate and change the flowers often. So it is difficult 
to list them all. Guest response is always positive. They are especially 
impressed by the fact the displays are modern and combine 
imported with local varieties.”

Red is the predominant floral colour at Gaddi’s

Flowers enhance special yuletide displays

Extravagence and opulence are the name of  the game at The Mulia

The lobby floral displays are the most photographed part  
of  the Taj Mahal Hotel

the taj mahal hotel, new Delhi
At The Taj Mahal Hotel, New Delhi an “in-house team of 

experts create floral arrangements using a variety of fresh flowers, 
sourced from daily trips to the local flower market,” says Deepak 
Sarin, executive housekeeper. Favourites include, carnations, lilies, 
orchids, roses, anthuriums, benicias and hydrangeas. The flowers are 
changed every two days. “Each space in the hotel is characterised by 
a particular kind of flower or arrangement. For example, Machan, 
the 24-hour international eatery has pink mokara flowers. Daisies 
are always on display at The Emperor Lounge and Wasabi by 
Morimoto is well-known for its display of purple orchids.” The 
floral display in the lobby is the most photographed site at the hotel 
and it is tailored to suit special occasions. 

“We always incorporate flowers as part of our traditional Indian 
welcome to guests - this has been a ritual at the Taj Mahal Hotel for 
over three decades now,” Sarin says, adding that guests respond with 
“delight… often followed by wonder about whether the flowers  
are real!” 
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Dessert 
Difference

Pastry chefs across the region are 
innovating with their desserts, 
making sure the last course  
is no afterthought. 

 With generally lower ingredient costs 
than other parts of the menu, the dessert 
can have a financial as well as a  
flavoursome appeal.
 Chef Benoit Chargy, executive chef of 
the Waldorf Astoria Beijing, has recently 
redesigned some classic cakes, believing it 
is important to constantly evolve. While 
saying some classics are best left as they are. 
“However, if I see an opportunity to 
make them different and creative at 
the same time, I’ll recreate them,” he 
adds.  “Sometimes it’s the flavour I feel 
could be adjusted or even the texture. But 
for sure, customers are looking for that 
unforgettable taste.”
 A current promotion features a twist 
on the French classic Paris-Brest, a name 

inspired by a cycle race. Some say the 
traditional ring shape is inspired by the 
route while others say its inspired by a 
bicycle wheel. Chef Benoit’s dish takes a 
solid cake form and that’s not the only 
innovation. The choux pastry is replaced 
with almond crumble, although the filling 
is close to the traditional praline. The dish is 
finished with raspberry coulis and cream.
Sometimes the desire to innovate comes 
from the urge to give diners a dessert that is 
both an indulgence and healthy.
 A supplier of dairy products such as 
Lactalis can supply organic creams at 30 per 
cent fat and a light whipping cream at 4  
per cent fat.
 The French cooperative Elle & Vire 
was originally based in Normandy, famed 
for the quality of its dairy produce. The 
company now also offers a full range of 
creams that include a 12 per cent fat and a 
4 per cent fat cream.

 Reinvigorating a dessert needn’t mean a 
wholesale reinvention. Alain Ducasse, chef-
patron of multi-Michelin-starred restaurants 
has put the rhumbaba back on the map 
simply by offering his diners a wide choice 
of premium rums for pouring over the 
dish. The baba is based on a savarin dough, 
butter- and milk-enriched and raised  
with yeast.
 Chefs who are interested in giving 
a lighter take on the baba could use a 
low saturated fat or dietary-cholesterol 
butter, like those developed by the Belgian 
company Corman. 
 Angel Yeast is a Chinese company that 
not only provides chefs with dry, semi-dry 
and fresh yeast, but has operated a training 
centre for chefs since 2004. The company 
also has 12 research centres dotted around 
the world, aiming to provide regional-
specific advice to bakers.
 At the Sha Tin 18 restaurant of the 

A selection of  new and 
traditional desserts from the 
Waldorf  Astoria Beijing

Differentiation may be the name of the game in hospitality but 
gimmickery is definitely out. Desserts are not simply a matter of 

upselling now; they play a vital part in the menu and are even lending 
themselves to pairing menus. How and why? And is it proving successful 

for everyone? Mischa Moselle finds out
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Hyatt Regency Hong Kong Sha Tin, pastry 
chef Kelvin Lai has forged a signature style 
for desserts that incorporates inspiration 
and techniques from both China and 
various western cuisines. His latest creation 
is bitter gourd, young ginger sorbet and was 
inspired by the Chinese home-style dish of 
stir-fried bitter gourd with preserved soya 
beans and beef.
 Chef Kelvin’s philosophy for Sha Tin 
18’s desserts is to take Chinese ingredients 
and incorporate them into traditional 
pastries. He tests his desserts with seasonal 
ingredients or ingredients that are popular 
in the market and adopts ideas from 
Chinese dishes. His coconut, peanut, sweet 
sauce homemade ice cream is inspired 
by Hong Kong-style rice rolls and the 
pineapple, hawthorn ice-cream was inspired 
by sweet and sour pork.
 A recently-ended promotion saw the 
chef marry bananas, black pepper and 
cheese in a tart. 
 “Black pepper was the best mix with 
banana as it gave a fragrant and slightly 
spicy taste to the cheese tart. Black pepper 
gives citrusy, woody, and floral notes, most 
of which are missing in white pepper. It was 
also chosen over chilli as it is too spicy and 
the taste would be too overwhelming,”  
says the chef.

 While many of the chef ’s creations 
read like lists of things that don’t belong 
together - his signature desserts are Chinese 
wine chocolate ice cream, red date clafoutis, 
jasmine milk tea ice cream and the Chinese 
preserved bean curd cheese cake - they have 
helped win the restaurant a strong  
and loyal following. 
 Chef says it is impossible to predict 
which customers will chose a more 
innovative dessert over a more traditional 
one, noting: “The all-time favourites would 
have to be the Sha Tin honey cake and the 
Sha Tin apple pie, which are made from  
the honey of the local Wing Wo Apiary  
in Sha Tin.”

collaboration
 Chef Benoit says it is important to 
work with the rest of the kitchen and the 
sommelier to make sure the dessert is a 
cohesive part of the meal.
 “We are a big team, therefore, working 
together when creating dishes is essential. 
Without it, dishes wouldn’t be cohesive,”  
he says.
 Chocolate has been a constant source 
of innovation, notably from Valrhona. 
Supplier Barry Callebaut, which has 
facilities in Singapore and Indonesia and 
owns the Chocovic brand recently asked 
chef Sergi Vela to reimagine the Black Forest 
gateau and his striking creation assembles 
a raspberry sponge, chocolate daquoise, 
Maragda chocolate truffle, a kirsch and 
Tahitian vanilla bavarois and a cocoa 
powder-laced glaze.
 Perhaps it’s not worth throwing the 
traditional baby out with the bathwater 
though. The Mandarin Oriental Hong 

Kong sells more than 1,200 of its Christmas 
Puddings every year. The dried fruits are 
marinated in cherry brandy, brandy and 
rum for six months which according to the 
hotel’s executive pastry chef Yves Matthey 
helps explain the appeal. 
 Simon Graham, general manager at 
Morton’s of Chicago Hong Kong, says there 
is room to manoeuvre between tradition 
and innovation. The steakhouse is known 
for its large portions of traditional desserts, 
but over the years they have been plated in 
a more contemporary manner, with more 
room on the plate for garnishes “leading 
to a more stylistic look to the dishes. For 
example, our New York cheesecake is not 
what one would expect, but a mini cake on 
a rectangular plate with garnish and colour,” 
says Graham. 

Chef  Kelvin Lai brings together unusual 
flavours in his black pepper banana 
cheese tart

Chef  Kelvin Lai’s signature Chinese wine and 
chocolate ice cream 

A traditional New York cheesecake receives a 
tweaked presentation at Morton’s of  Chicago, 
Hong Kong

Pastry chef  Kelvin Lai, Hyatt Regency Hong Kong, Sha Tin
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       Old 
favOurite

Foie gras, it seems, is as popular as 
ever in Asia, gracing the menus 
of Michelin-starred restaurants, 
fine-dining establishments, and 

catering company menus. 
 It may even be argued that it is having 
a come-back with innovative chefs finding 
new and exciting ways to serve this 
premium ingredient. 
 Foie gras, the fattened liver of a duck 
or goose, has a rich culinary history dating 
back to Egyptian times, although it is the 
Romans who are credited with serving it in 
a way that we associate with today. 
 The modern production, consumption 
and enjoyment of foie gras has to be 
credited to the French though, with France 

Does foie gras retain the appeal it has 
traditionally enjoyed on regional menus?  
Vicki Williams finds out

continuing to be a major supplier to the 
F&B industries globally. 
 Chef Bjoern Alexander, group 
executive chef Kee Group, says that the 
ingredient’s timeless association with luxury 
is one reason for its continued popularity, 
especially among current leading chefs. 
“Foie gras is still popular as it’s a luxury 
product in diner’s minds, but it is only  
in a few countries where it is highly 
appreciated still. 
 “However, the new generation of chefs 
tend to use less luxury products and are 
favouring more local ingredients and special 
cooking methods.”
 By association, it’s premium ingredient 
status means that foie gras is more likely to 

be found in a fine-dining situation under 
the direction of a chef who has experience 
with - and a passion for - using it. 
 The ingredient has also enjoyed  
some media attention due to potential 
health benefits. 
 According to Monsieur Chatte, a 
gourmet food company in Hong Kong, 
foie gras contains unsaturated fatty acids 
the consumption of which helps to reduce 
cholesterol levels. Information it provides 
to customers states: “Several medical studies 
reveal the inhabitants of south west France, 
who consume a lot of foie gras, duck 
meat and goose fat, have a very low rate 
of cardiovascular disease and a higher life 
expectancy than the rest of France.” 
 The company is known for making 
its own foie gras products that consist 
of a whole liver that has been de-veined, 
cleaned, seasoned and cooked in its own fat, 
without any additives or preservatives, using 
a recipe that has been a family secret for 

Foie gras - regional chefs are devising exciting modern ways to use this 
traditional ingredient (Photo courtesy: Monsieur Chatte)

As in other establishments, 
The Peninsula Manila is using 

foie gras in a modern way
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more than three generations.
 The French connection with the 
ingredient ensures that it is the country of 
choice for sourcing by many restaurants, 
hotels or catering companies in Asia.
 Foie gras continues to be used in 
traditional preparations in Asia complete 
with pairing suggestions from bread to figs 
accompanied by particular wines such as 
Sauternes and Monbazillac - that is, sweet 
wines from Bordeaux and Loire Valley.

New directiONs 
 “I wanted to turn this fine-dining 
ingredient into something fun and exciting 

as opposed to just using it as a luxury 
ingredient,” Alexander says. 
 His latest innovation is goose liver 
thousand-layer cake. Inspired by his 
German heritage, and the cake baumkuchen, 
it consists of thin layers of foie gras 
marinated with white miso enveloped in 
layers of cake served with Reisling jelly and 
fig jam.
 “My style of cooking is to create 
experiences for guests. To challenge them 
with unexpected combinations, ingredients 
or presentations. Using foie gras in this 
dish I wanted to do something fun and 
that’s why I have diners taking an expensive 

product out of a paper bag, like candy. I 
think it’s an opportunity to show customers 
that fine-dining can be fun.”
 Eating foie gras at Christmas and/or 
New Year is a tradition in France, one being 
embraced in the region. 
 At The Peninsula Manila, foie gras is 
being used in a modern way. At its iconic 
and recently renovated restaurant, Old 
Manila, which serves modern European 
cuisine, foie gras is the star of the dish pan-
seared foie gras, yellowfin tuna, caramelised 
apple, pickled ginger, and toasted almonds. 
 At The Ritz-Carlton Macau foie gras 
is being used in both traditional and 
modern fusion ways. At the hotel’s Lai 
Heen restaurant the eight-course Christmas 
degustation menu features foie gras that 
has been marinated with rose liqueur and 
tops Alaskan crab cake served with purple 
glutinous rice. 
 While at The Ritz-Carlton Café a 
perhaps surprising twist as pan-seared foie 
gras is served with rhubarb and hazelnut;  
it even makes an appearance at afternoon 
tea in the form of a smoked eel and foie  
gras sandwich. 
 With its continued appearance on 
menus at such noted restaurants and 
high-end hotels, foie gras, like Champagne 
and caviar is clearly a hit with diners, 
and listening to diner demand is always 
connected to the bottom line  
and success. 

With his thousand-layer cake, chef  Bjoern Alexander is determined to prove 
foie gras can be fun

Foie gras is a must-have on French festive menus and regional restaurants 
such as Lai Heen are embracing the concept

Chef  Bjoern Alexander, group executive chef, Kee Group
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Fighting 
Fizz

 D r i n k

This has always been the season of bubbles, 
but is it this year? Where is Champagne being 
drunk most and why… conversely in which 

areas might the bubble have popped?  
Robin Lynam reports

Is Champagne still the wine of 
celebration in the face of the growing 
popularity of prosecco from Italy, 
cava from Spain, and even sparkling 

wine from the UK? 
 It seems so.
 The UK, odd though it may seem, 
actually can mount a challenge on quality, 

at least at the non-vintage (NV) level 
- as blind tastings have demonstrated.  
However, it can’t produce serious  
volumes, yet. 
 Quantities for cava and prosecco are 
much larger, but with a tiny number of 
high-end exceptions they remain essentially 
the budget option. 

 In Asia, as elsewhere, for significant 
celebrations Champagne remains the  
first choice. 
 Many decades of relentless marketing 
have ensured that anybody ordering any 
sparkling alternative feels cheap.
 The downside of this market 
positioning of course is that when 
extravagance is officially frowned upon, 
as it is on the Chinese mainland at the 
moment, there isn’t much incentive to  
pop corks. 
 The market for Champagne in China 
fell in 2013, 2014 and 2015, and although 
the figures for 2016 are not yet available, 
nobody expects them to have gone up. 
 The Champenois had high hopes 
for their wines in cities such as Beijing, 
Shanghai and Guangzhou, which remain 
the main centres of China’s Champagne 
consumption, so this has been something 
of a blow. 
 But consumption has at least not 
entirely ceased, and elsewhere the picture  
is brighter.
 According to figures from the Comité 
Interprofessionnel du Vin de Champagne, 
the region’s wine trade organisation, Japan 
is the fourth largest export market for 
Champagne, after the UK, the US and 
Germany in that order. 
 In 2015, sales in Japan rose by 4.5 per 
cent to 11.8 million bottles.
 Japan is only just behind Germany 
which is worth 11.9 million bottles, but 
which shrank by 5.5 per cent last year. 
 Hong Kong with a more modest 1.7 
million bottles was up by 1.3 per cent. 
 Taiwan took delivery of only about 
0.5 million bottles but was up by 15.8 per 
cent. It is France’s 30th largest market, and 
all others in Asia are significantly lower. 
Malaysia and India with less than 400,000 
bottles each are the closest to making  
the top 30.
 Of the other key Asian markets China 
with 1.3 million bottles was down by a 
depressing 19.3 per cent, and Singapore 
with 1.29 million bottles down  
1.1 per cent. 

Partner uP
 The Champagne houses are, as ever, still 
active in their marketing, and the region’s 
hotels are particularly important partners.  
 “Quite a lot of guests will order 
Champagne in our restaurants and 
bars,” says Andy Au, chief sommelier, 
InterContinental Hong Kong.
 “In the past few years, we have 

Champagne is still the drink of  
choice for special occasions  
(Photo courtesy: The Grand Hyatt)
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Sparkling wine (has) 
become popular… 
depending on price 
point (and is ) now 
drunk through the 

week as a little slice of  
affordable luxury

José Lau,  
private sales manager,  
Berry Bros & Rudd

The Grand Hyatt’s Champagne Bar has one of  Hong Kong’s most 
extensive selections of  Champagne

organised several different Champagne 
dinners in our various restaurants, including 
Yan Toh Heen, Nobu InterContinental 
Hong Kong, and Spoon by Alain Ducasse. 
All of them have been fully booked.”
 Food matching has become an 
important area in which to promote 
Champagne, particularly for the cuvees de 
prestige of the major Champagne houses, 
and for the ‘grower’ Champagnes keen to 
carve out a share of the market, albeit at a 
niche level. 

 D r i n k

from ‘growers’,” says Lau.
 He notes, however, increasing interest  
in producers of sparkling wines from 
outside France. 
 “Champagne is still growing strongly, 
but other styles of sparkling wine have 
become popular also, including cava  
and prosecco.  
 “Depending on the price point, these 
are now being drunk through the week 
as a little slice of affordable luxury, while 
Champagne is still used more for occasion 
dining and celebration.”
 As the festive season gets into gear  
with the new vintages from large and  
small producers alike, there is no shortage  
of authentic Champagne bubbles  
sloshing around.
 “We are gearing up our Christmas and 
New Year offers with the best product and 
price points for our clients,” says Lau. 
 “At this time of year there’s always a 
great deal of interest of newly released 
vintage Champagne - for laying down  
and investment purposes as well  
as drinking.” 

 “Instead of the conventional red 
and white wine, guests now want to try 
matching Champagne with dinner,” says the 
Grand Hyatt Hong Kong Champagne Bar’s 
assistant manager Joyce Chan.
 “For example, we recently had a joint-
promotion with Veuve Clicquot at The Grill 
- our outdoor poolside restaurant - to match 
our new concept barbeque dinner with their 
new VC Rich, which is specially created to 
be enjoyed with fresh ingredients on ice.  
This two-month promotion has now ended, 
but we still see guests ordering Champagne 
while enjoying our BBQ dinner at  
The Grill.” 
 After Japan, Hong Kong is Asia’s most 
sophisticated market for Champagne, 
according to Berry Bros & Rudd private 
sales manager José Lau.
 “Hong Kong is a mature market 
for Champagne. Every price point of 
its segment is well penetrated by a wide 
range of styles within the category - 
everything from large powerhouses such 
as Moët and Veuve Cliquot, to boutique 
brands like Thienot, and stylist expressions 

Perrier-Jouët’s Limited Edition Ritsue Mishima

New products help established brands address a younger market

Alain Ducasse has his 
own label ‘gastronomy 
Champagne’

Perrier-Jouët has 
introduced two new 

vintages for the 
festive season
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Man 
versus 

Machine

 E q u i p m E n t

Dishwashing is the least 
glamorous yet perhaps most 
crucial single operation  
in any kitchen. 

Today a mechanical dishwasher is 
well-nigh essential as it provides the high 
temperatures (82o C in the final rinse) 

required to minimise the growth of micro-
organisms that cause food borne illnesses, 
and thereby ensure food  
safety standards.   

As with any capital outlay, selection 
criteria must include price, reliability, 
energy efficiency, size and versatility. 

Versatility is key when it comes to dishwashers. Why is that? What are 
customers really looking for now as kitchen spaces and staff requirements 
have changed, and how are manufacturers responding? Jane Ram reports

Small kitchens are the norm in Asia, 
but today’s gourmet restaurants worldwide 
are generally small operations with limited 
kitchen space, says Claus Pedersen, business 
unit manager Asia-Pacific for German 
manufacturer, Hobart. 

“Customers are looking for real value, 

Warewashing is an essential part of  hospitality. Crockery,  
cutlery and glassware must be spotless (Photo courtesy: Novotel)
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they want to save money and reduce operating costs while 
making the life of the operators easier and avoiding malfunctions 
and downtime. 

“Our intensive market research has shown that customers 
require appliances that are economical and ecological while still 
producing first-class results.” 

Hobart provides several solutions that help to improve the 
room climate and prevent the escape of hot humid air into  
the room. 

“The special needs of bars are met by Hobart’s compact 
glasswasher Premax GCP,” Pedersen says. “Dry, warm air 
combined with an innovative airflow system removes the 
moisture from the glasses and channels it out of the  
wash chamber.”

Being able to adapt to any space is a requirement of  every warewashing 
manufacturer, including Comenda 

Jaako Sorsa, group executive chef, GR8 Leisure Concept  
(Photo courtesy: Tuomas Harjumaaskola)

meiko-upster.com

Professional warewashing technology  
for a new generation:

Cleaner. Faster. 
More economical.

 Time to get

UPsters like to keep things moving. Don‘t mess around – make 
the decision and do it! UPsters have some great ideas, but right 
now their budget is limited. Time to bring on great quality at fair, 
entry-level prices! UPsters don‘t want any fuss. They want easy 
access to all the key information online. Plus a partner who‘ll 
give them all the support they need. UPster: there‘s a whole new 
generation getting down to work in the hotel, restaurant and care 
industries. MEIKO has the clean technology they need: MEIKO 
UPster. The perfect introduction to the world of professional ware-
washing technology. Cleaner. Faster. More economical.
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G E R M A N Y

“Cuspis“ ”You have never

   seen wine like this!”
Silvio Nitzsche WEIN | KULTUR | BAR, Dresden

NOSTALGIC INTENSE BALANCED STRAIGHT RICH  FRESH

• handblown with artistry and dedication
• each single glass a unique piece

• top-quality craftsmanship
• made of lead-free crystalW W W . Z I E H E R . C O M V I S I O N 
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Move with the tiMes
Changing times mean changing 

requirements, Annie Chen marketing 
director Meiko China points out. 

“A decade ago water, land and labour 
were much cheaper than today. To many 
hotel and restaurant owners a dishwasher 
was still not considered important as they 
could hire many cleaners to hand wash the 
dishes in a big, dirty washing room. 

“However, costs have more than 

doubled and it is becoming increasingly 
difficult to hire cleaners. So many hotel 
and restaurant operators are looking for 
mechanical dishwashers which can reduce 
labour costs, improve hygiene and save 
space - which can then be used to make a 
larger dining area.”  

The demand for dishwashers in the mid- 
to high-end market has increased, according 
to Chen. 

Earlier this year, “Meiko moved fast by 
introducing our Upster range of machines 

specifically for this market segment. 
“Designed for customers with great 

ideas, concerned about quality, but with a 
limited budget Meiko China is producing 
a full range of products in this series for the 
regional market at fair entry-level prices.”

adapt and overcoMe
Versatility is the key characteristic of 

an ideal dishwasher, says Andrea Genoni, 
export manager, Comenda Ali. 

“Scullery areas are generally getting 
smaller and certainly are not the 
most attractive area of the kitchen. 

“Warewashing is still perceived as a cost 
to the business which generates no direct 
income, therefore, we need to condense 
features and benefits in units able to wash 
crockery, utensils and glasses in the smallest 
possible footprint. 

“To that end Comenda supplies a 
turnkey solution for hospitality and large 
scale foodservice operations.” 

Among other unique features,  
Comenda offers a key activated 
electromechanical emergency function 
that bypasses the PCB in the event of an 
electronic-related malfunction. 

“This allows the machine drive system, 
wash pumps and heating elements to 
continue to operate with the benefit of no 
downtime in the case of a faulty PCB.”

“In Finland chefs often do the cleaning, 
as cleaners are as expensive as chefs - or 
perhaps it is that chefs are as poorly paid as 

Customers are looking for real value, to save money, 
reduce operating costs while making the life easier 

and avoiding malfunctions and downtime
Claus Pedersen, business unit manager APAC, Hobart  

Warewashing ranges such as Premax from 
Hobart are now split into individual units to allow 
for flexibility in smaller spaces

Hobart’s hood-type warewasher

Meiko’s Upster range is at ‘fair entry-level’ prices
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cleaners,” says Jaakko Sorsa, group executive 
chef, GR8 Leisure Concept. 

“But in Hong Kong, it seems that chefs 
would not be comfortable washing dishes in 
addition to their cooking duties.” 

Rising labour costs are driving the 
shift towards automated dishwashing 

in the region, but particularly in Hong 
Kong where monthly wages for a (human) 
dishwasher are around US$2,500. This is 
almost 10 times the going rate in Thailand, 
15 times the rate in Indonesia, 26 times the 
rate in Vietnam, 20 times the rate in Fiji 
and 30 per cent more than the  

rate in Australia. 
Instead of buying a machine, some 

Hong Kong restaurants rent one from their 
detergent supplier. 

Only two years ago Hong Kong had 
some 50 dishwashing factories, nowadays 
only about 15 large companies survive. 

Dishwashers play a vital part in  
ensuring all tableware is hygienic  
(Photo courtesy: Zieher)

Hobart’s Premax range circulates dry, warm air to remove moisture
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The past few years has seen 
lighting technology move fast. 
Standard light bulbs have been 
replaced by halogen, which in 

turn is gradually being superseded by LED 
thanks to its longevity, energy saving and 
low maintenance properties. 

For hotel groups this has been a major 
boon. Hospitality’s one LED gripe has 
been its lack of subtlety - in the early days 
it was either on or off. With options such 
as dim-to-warm LEDs and tunable white 
LEDs, however, LED is beginning to offer 
the colours and control of conventional 
lighting, enabling, for example, stronger 
white light to be programmed in the 
morning and warmer, softer effects  

in the evening.
In the hospitality segment, Philips 

Lighting HK offers both conventional 
and LED lamps, control gear and lighting 
control systems, “to create sustainable and 
engaging branded environments for lodging 
and dining that drive guest engagement, 
comfort and personalised experiences 
through lighting,” according to Anthony 
Ng, the company’s system sales manager. 

As well as LED, Philips sees the two 
main trends in lighting as ‘human centric 
lighting’ - lighting designed for health, 
wellbeing and mood enhancement, such as 
technology which offers optimum colour 
temperature, brightness and even intensity.

The other is integrated lighting - a large, 

Making 
light of it
Good lighting can dignify indifferent design and used creatively can 

transform hospitality spaces. Zara Horner looks at developments in the 
industry and speaks to designers and manufacturers

luminous surface product such as Philips’ 
OneSpace ceiling, a “made-to-measure 
panel that liberates designers and architects 
from the constraints of conventional ceiling 
design so they are free to pursue uncluttered 
minimalistic visions and transform any 
interior into one cohesive space with 
homogeneous light,” says Ng.

 
lED-ing thE way?

Nathan Wong has been an in-house 
senior lighting consultant and designer 
with Wynn Design & Development for 
more than 10 years. He has seen hospitality 
industry lighting systems develop 
considerably, but has something of a love-
hate relationship with LED technology.

Ambitious large-scale lighting 
may be possible with LED, 
but not everyone is convinced 
(Photo courtesy: Lasvit (HK) )
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1. LED version 2.0
LED’s low cost, energy efficiency 

and safety means it is the logical 
future of lighting, but we are still 
some distance from seeing it perfected. 
However, the new generation of LEDs 
offer better quality, a more organic feel 
and improved control.

 
2. Coloured lighting

You don’t need to go far in Asia 
to see examples of indiscriminate use 
of coloured lighting, but used with 
taste and care, different hues can 
be extremely effective. Improving 
technology means this is now more 
easily achieved.

 
3. Prioritising light in hotel 
construction

For years lighting designers have 
been voicing concerns that their 
essential work is the last to be taken 
into consideration and simply slotted 
in when the construction is completed. 
With lighting proving a cost effective 
way of achieving brand differentiation, 
the situation may finally be changing.

4. Human-centric lighting
Lighting which works with our 

body clock is becoming more popular, 
in both guest areas and heart of house, 
creating a stimulating environment 
which increases productivity and mood 
and can alleviate jetlag. 

5. LED backlash
While for the industry it’s all LED, 

some designers looking to buck the 
trend are actually going back to old-
fashioned, hot, expensive but striking 
incandescent lighting in upscale bars 
and hotels.

 E q u i p m E n t

“LED can be a big headache for 
designers. It’s difficult to keep their 
colours consistent. At Wynn we use a big 
name manufacturer but you can still see 
differences in consistency, it’s impossible 
to avoid. Also with dimming performance 
- LED dimmer and driver manufacturers 
claim their lights can dim down to 10 
per cent or under but it’s not true. So it’s 
difficult to dim LED lighting effectively.”

Designers are free to pursue uncluttered 
minimalistic visions and transform any interior into 

one cohesive space with homogeneous light
Anthony Ng, system sales manager, Philips Lighting

Because of this he suggests many design 
consultants still want to use halogen as it 
offers “a better dimming performance, its 
colour consistency is superior, becoming 
candle-like as it dims down, and looks  
more natural.” 

But as LED is cheaper - or is marketed 
that way - most owners and hotel 
management prefer it. 

Wong observes that for Asia, bright 
and bold illumination is definitely a trend, 
especially for the Chinese market. In Japan 
more subtle lighting is preferred, while 
Hong Kong is a combination.

“Several years ago the trend was for 
property facades to have multi-colour 
‘Vegas’ style, constantly changing lighting. 
It’s now more subtle often with just white 
to highlight architectural features. Even in 
China we are seeing this trend.”

However, he concedes the one factor 
that has made ambitious, large-scale 
lighting possible has been the continuing 
development of LED technology, which 
also offers energy savings. 

Lasvit (HK) has been pushing boundaries of  traditional glass blowing 
techniques with results such as this at The Peninsula Hong Kong

Philips’ OneSpace ceiling light liberates designers 
and architects from constraints of  conventional 
design

HosPitaLity LigHting 
trEnDs to Look out for 
ovEr tHE nExt 12 montHs

Lighting design today is about tradition, 
technology and contemporary context  
(Photo courtesy: Lasvit (HK) )

The Parisian Macao’s lobby rotunda lighting is LED and all exterior facade lighting on the east side of  
the building is dimmable
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Festive eating in the round
 Black Sheep Restaurants partners, Syed Asim Hussain and Christopher 
Mark, have launched Round Table Hotelware. Born out of the pair’s apprecia-
tion “for the presentation of intrinsic details” and their want of a simplified buying 
process, Round Table Hotelware affords clients access to “unique wares, project 
consultation, wholesale pricing and final delivery,” all at the one address.
 For more information: john@roundtablehotelware.com 

Turning 
tequila
 Award-winning La  
Cofradia produces and  
distributes 22 different 
brands of tequila made 
from 100 per cent agave. 
For more than 40 years the 
company has used high-
quality “artisanal production” 
processes, which result in “something more 
than tequila”. Made in Mexico with “eco-friendly 
production processes” the tequila is available in 
a boutique line, flavoured for cocktails and has 
both kosher and organic certification. 
 For more information:  
www.tequilacofradia.com

A euro kiwi
 With an eye on healthy options this festive season, European kiwi fruit 
producers have been in the region promoting their wares. Native to China, kiwis 
were known as yang tao. Highly nutritional they were used as an anti-inflammato-
ry. It was the New Zealanders who recognised the potential and began cultivat-
ing kiwis for commercial purposes. The green fuzzy fruit might not usually be 
associated to European growers - however, Italy, Greece and France are among 
the biggest kiwi-producing countries worldwide. Mild Mediterranean winters and 
warm summers have teamed up with traditional farming methods to result in 
“a large and succulent crop”. Strict EU regulatory controls ensure good quality 
harvests. The average size is 70-130 grams. 
 For more information: www.europeankiwi.eu

A welcome 
change
 Groupe GM has given its amenities collec-
tion Bienvenue a fresh face. The first hotel col-
lection created in France, it celebrates its 40th 
anniversary this year. The redesign of the brand 
revitalises the collection “while maintaining the 
French art de recevoir.” Although the outside 
might be altered, the scent remains the same: 
orange, lemon, seaweed, and galbanum, marry 
with rose, jasmine, cyclamen, hyacinth, and 
magnolia, and are underscored by white musk 
base notes. The range includes hair and body 
gel in 9ml, 20ml, and 30ml; soap in 13g, 15g, 
20g, and 40g; bath salts; and the Ecolabel 
certified ecopump.
 For more information:  
www.groupegm.com
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Mini for max 
 A decade on from the launch of the first Convotherm mini, 
demand for the small, fully-featured combi steamer is “rising 
steadily” says producer Manitowoc Foodservice. The 2006 
model demonstrated combined technology and excellence in a 
compact space was possible. With a width of 51.5 cm and 59.9 
cm deep, the 6 x 2/3 GN Convotherm mini has “the best ratio of 
cooking chamber size to footprint in the world.” In 2008 the 6 x 
1/1 mini was launched, and the series rounded off in 2009 with 
the 10 x 1/1 and the mini 2in1. This model features two sepa-
rate cooking chambers and only a single user interface. The mini 
has also become available with an intuitive full touchscreen user 
interface. “The minis steam, convection and hot steam modes 
with the ‘crisp&tasty’ climate function and the ‘press&go’ quick 
select feature makes the appliances into full-fledged combi 
steamers. All minis are equipped with injection steam generation 
which is the most efficient system for appliances of this size. The 
fully automatic ConvoClean system is an extra option.” Available 
in four different sizes and 11 models. 
 For more information: www.convotherm.com

 P r o d u c t  N e w s

Sparkles in the 
bathroom
 The new body care range Chopard Sparkling Indulgence by 
Ada/Pacific Direct has a “sparkling design, precious ingredients 
and enchanting scent,” says the company. Using the attributes 
of “tradition, autonomy and luxury” associated with the Swiss 
watch and jewellery manufacturer Ada/Pacific Direct’s new 
amenities line has scents of citrus, bergamot, hyacinth and pink 
pepper in its top note and a blend of jasmine, iris and lily of the 
valley. The fragrance is rounded off with patchouli, vetiver, amber 
and musk. A body elixir, cream, and bath and shower gel with 
oil pearls, shampoo, and hair balm are available in 40 and 75 ml 
bottles, a soap is available in 30 and 50g. A set of care acces-
sories, a bath cube for “a special bathing experience,” and a 
presentation tray are available as extras.
 For more information: www.ada-cosmetics.com

So to bed
 Cosy beds “encapsulate the 
concept of simplicity, lightness and 
versatility,” says MisuraEmme of its latest offering. The bed, 
signed by designer Mauro Lipparini, has construction details 
which reveal a new approach, “moving away from classical 
shapes to meet contemporary suggestions.” Functional aspects 
are not ignored and the base is two-stage liftable. 
 For more information: http://www.misuraemme.it/
prodotti/bed_cosy_240_en.html

Royally 
festive

 With two 
royal warrants, 300 

years of history and eight Masters of Wine, Berry Bros & Rudd 
is the UK’s original wine and spirit merchant. Still run by  
members of the families and continuing to supply the British 
royal family, the most important question to ask they say is: “Is it 
good to drink?” This Christmas, Berry Bros & Rudd have pack-
aged up The King’s Ginger gift set to spice up Christmas “with 
something special.” The King’s Ginger kit includes a leather hip 
flask, a brace of two extendable cups, and a bottle of The King’s 
Ginger Liqueur: a high-strength liqueur created by the macera-
tion of ginger root, enlivened by lemon oil, sherbet and golden 
syrup “for an unexpectedly fresh lift.” Specifically  
formulated by Berry Bros & Rudd in 1903 for King Edward VII, 
the “rich and zesty palate” of this tonic was created to  
stimulate and revive His Majesty and has been “appreciated by 
bon viveurs ever since.” A great addition to festive tipples.
 For more information, visit www.bbr.com/hk-home
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SEASON’S GREETINGS 
ACROSS THE REGION

Celebrate “the season of joy” at The Excelsior, Hong Kong 
with a range of festive dining options in ToTT’s and Roof Terrace, 
Café on the 1st and Cammino. 

Ramada Singapore at Zhongshan Park will be ringing in the 
season’s festivities with signature themed buffets “done with a 
local festive twist.” Headed by executive chef Melvin Lim and chef 
de cuisine Kristopher Cheng, a series of ‘hawkerlicious-certified’ 
buffet spreads will greet guests at restaurant Flavours throughout 
the festive period.

Rosewood Beijing is celebrating the festive season in “refined 
style with Yuletide-inspired lunch and dinner menus,” - some of 
which will remain true to regional seasonal offerings -  “vibrant 
dance parties, seasonal spa journeys and elegant gifts to spread 
merriment for guests and local residents.”

Guests will be “immersed in a glamorous Venetian mosaic 
Christmas” at Hong Kong’s Harbour Plaza Metropolis. 
Surrounded by an array of ornate masks and festive mosaic 
decorations, specially created Italian delicacies will support 
“traditional festive delights” on offer along the buffet table  
at Promenade.

“Tis the season of eating and there’s no messing around,” say 
the people at Pirata. The team are laying out “a feast of festive 
dining galore”. Special set menus, brunches, and Christmas 
dinners promise “authentic, comforting flavours and family 
recipes passed down for generations.”

Popsy Modern Kitchen “defines the space where art and 
contemporary comfort cuisine converge in a whimsical, relaxing 
and unforgettable sensory journey.” And at this time of the year 
they’re pulling out all the stops: “redefining the boundaries of 
what’s possible when art and food become one.” The dining 
room, will be transformed “into a dramatic winter garden. Decked 
in luxurious shades of gold and black, silk flowers will reflect the 
romanticism of the season.”

 C u l i n a r y  n e w s
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Ramada’s Days Hotel Singapore will be 
ringing in year-end festivities with signature 
themed buffets, including at 21 On Rajah the 
halal-certified restaurant, which will transform 
into the different street markets of the 
Mediterranean and Asian region this  
festive season.

Festive celebrations aplenty at Singapore’s 
Royal Plaza on Scotts. The Gourmet 
Carousel presents “a lavish feast for all created 
by the kitchen’s culinary talents.” A “wonderful 
selection” of traditional and regional will be on 
offer including rotisseries and a full range of 
sweet treats.

Expect “legendary dining experiences” this festive season at Mandarin Oriental, Hong Kong who 
are determined to “satisfy the most discerning bon vivants with a handpicked selection of  
epicurean fare, tantalising cocktails, and the finest wines this festive season.” A range of tempting 
menus will be prepared by the hotel’s award-winning culinary teams at any of the three  
Michelin-starred restaurants.

This holiday season, InterContinental Hong Kong is planning “a programme of festive dining showcasing the hotel’s spectacular 
views of the Hong Kong skyline and award-winning cuisine and service.” This year, guests may ‘Decorate our wishing tree’ in support 
of New Life Psychiatric Rehabilitation Association, which provides a comprehensive range of community-based rehabilitation services 
for people in recovery from mental illness.

Guests at The Ritz-Carlton, 
Macau have “plenty to look 
forward to” this holiday season 
with live dance entertainment 
acts, and festive menus at a 
“myriad of dining offers”.  
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Date event Details  ORGaniseR

Boasting a wider than ever variety of products and 
services from hundreds of exhibitors around the world, 
Food&HotelVietnam2017 is the international trade event 
serving the Indochina region, particularly Vietnam. Come 
25 – 27 April 2017, more than 10,000 trade visitors will once 
again be attracted to not just Food&HotelVietnam’s business-
activity-filled show floor, but also to two exciting world-class 
competitions - Vietnam Culinary Challenge and Vietnam 
Barista Competition. Other highlights of the show include the 
second Basic Barista Course, Franchising Seminar and a host of 
invaluable learning and networking opportunities. 

The 14th International Trade Exhibition for Food & Beverages, 
Food Technology and Retail & Franchise in Asia will showcase 
15 segments, covering 93,500 sqm. More than 45,000 trade 
visitors are expected to visit one of Asia’s largest annual events.

The 4th International Trade Exhibition for the Coffee and Tea 
Industry in Asia returns with a brand new experience! The new 
and bigger location at Challenger 1 will see industry players 
with new coffee and tea tools, together with new techniques. 
The event is expected to showcase a continual growth trend in 
both exhibiting companies as well as trade visitors.

The 5th annual World of Food Safety Conference is a regional 
conference that gathers experienced and senior industry experts 
involved in food safety and quality assurance in Asia and 
around the world to discuss current best practices.

HOTELEX Shanghai is a world-wide professional trade show 
for the hospitality and catering industry across 25 editions. 
There were 2,207 exhibitors from around the world, more than 
116,680 professional visitors and 4,758 overseas buyers from 
115 countries and regions last year. HOTELEX Shanghai aims 
to provide more advanced and comprehensive platform for the 
entire hospitality and catering industry as well as the business 
opportunities. 

HOTELEX Chengdu is the sub-exhibition of HDD 
(HOTELEX + Design & Deco Exhibition) in Southwest 
China with the accumulation of 25 years' experience. It 
gathered more than 10,140 professional buyers and 300 top 
suppliers of hotels catering, hotel products and hotel cleaning 
and covered an area of 20,000 spm and 11 fantastic activities 
last year.

The 5th International Trade Exhibition for the Seafood 
Industry is back! The annual event has seen double-digit 
growth over the years, and it is expected to continue the 
growth trend. World of Seafood will be held at a new location 
in Challenger 2 in 2017, and held alongside World of Coffee 
& Tea, World of FoodService and THAIFEX-World of  
Food Asia.

Serve The Best in Asia – The annual trade exhibition for the 
FoodService, Catering and Hospitality Industry is returning to 
Bangkok, Thailand! Providing exhibitors and trade visitors with 
a platform to bridge the industry needs, World of FoodService 
is expected to welcome more than 45,000 trade visitors to  
the show.

Singapore Exhibition Services  - Vietnam Rep Office 
Unit 701, 7th Floor, Itaxa Building,  
126 Nguyen Thi Minh Khai, Ward 6, District 3, 
HCMC, Vietnam 
Tel: +84 8 3930 7618 
Fax: +84 8 3930 7616 
Email: fhv@vietallworld.com 
Website: www.foodnhotelvietnam.com

apr 25-27 
2017

May 31-
June 4 2017

May 31-
June 4 2017

 June 1-2 
2017

March 28 - 
31 2017

august11 - 
13 2017

May 31-
June 4 2017

May 31-
June 4 2017

Food&Hotel vietnam 2017
saigon exhibition and Convention 
Center, District 7, HCMC, vietnam

tHaiFeX-World of Food asia

World of Coffee & tea

World of Food safety Conference

"HOteleX shanghai 2017
shanghai new international expo 
Centre
shanghai, China"

HOteleX Chengdu 2017
Chengdu Century City international 
Convention & exhibition Centre
Chengdu, China

World of seafood

World of Foodservice

IMPACT Hall 1 – 6
Challenger 1 – 3
IMPACT Exhibition and Convention Center
Bangkok, Thailand
www.worldoffoodasia.com
Email: l.how@koelnmesse.com.sg
Tel: +65 6500 6712

Challenger 2
IMPACT Exhibition and Convention Center
Bangkok, Thailand
www.worldofseafood.com
Email: l.how@koelnmesse.com.sg
Tel: +65 6500 6712

Challenger 1
IMPACT Exhibition and Convention Center
Bangkok, Thailand
www.world-of-coffeeandtea.com
Email: j.chiah@koelnmesse.com.sg
Tel: +65 6500 6738

Challenger 1
IMPACT Exhibition and Convention Center
Bangkok, Thailand
www.world-of-food-service.com
Email: j.chiah@koelnmesse.com.sg
Tel: +65 6500 6738

Jupiter Room
IMPACT Exhibition and Convention Center
Bangkok, Thailand
http://www.worldoffoodasia.com/world-food-safety-
conference
Email: i.iskandar@koelnmesse.com.sg
Tel: +65 6500 6743

"Shanghai UBM Sinoexpo International Co., Ltd.
8/F, Xian Dai Mansion, 218 Xiang Yang Road(S),
Shanghai, 200031, P.R.China
Tel: +86 21 3339 2242 Fax: +86 21 6437 0982
Alex.ni@ubmsinoexpo.com
www.hotelex.cn"

Shanghai UBM Sinoexpo International Co., Ltd.
8/F, Xian Dai Mansion, 218 Xiang Yang Road(S),
Shanghai, 200031, P.R.China
Tel: +86 21 3339 2242 Fax: +86 21 6437 0982
Alex.ni@ubmsinoexpo.com
www.hotelex.cn

april 12 - 14 
2017

Wine & Gourmet Japan 2017 Wine & Gourmet Japan is the only dedicated wine, beer 
and spirits networking business platform in Japan. The trade 
exhibition offers you a myriad of opportunities to meet with 
the top decision makers of the industry, which include food, 
beverage, wines and spirits importers, wholesalers, distributors, 
hotels, restaurants, and catering buyers.

East Hall 3,Tokyo Big Sight
Tokyo, Japan
www.wineandgourmetjapan.com
Email : s.schaefer@koelnmesse.com.sg
Tel : +65 6500 6745

May 8 - 11 
2017

HOFeX 2017
Hong Kong Convention & 
exhibition Centre
Wanchai, Hong Kong

HOFEX celebrates its 30th anniversary! The Asia’s Leading 
Food and Hospitality Tradeshow has been taking the industry 
on numerous extraordinary journeys of culinary delicacies from 
all over the world since 1987. Spanning 65,000sqm across 
14 exhibition halls at the HKCEC, the exhibition will bring 
together 2,500 international exhibitors and 40,000 regional 
buyers under one roof, showcasing most comprehensive 
selection of Food & Drinks, Hospitality Equipment & 
Supplies products.

Hong Kong Exhibition Services Ltd.
Unit 1203, 12/F, Harcourt House,
39 Gloucester Road, Wanchai, Hong Kong
Tel: +852 2804 1500
Email: exhibit@hkesallworld.com
www.hofex.com

October 20 
- 24 2017

HostMilano
Fiera Milano
Milan, italy

Now in its 40th edition, the show has established itself as the 
leader in the Ho.Re.Ca, food service, retail, mass distribution 
channel and hotel industries. This is the favourite destination 
of top players for offering a preview of innovations in 
technologies in food equipment, food products (ingredients, 
semi-prepared items), the world of coffee as well as in terms 
of formats, design and lifestyle. It is also a unique marketplace 
for doing quality international business with professionals 
who have been carefully selected and who have high-level 
purchasing power.

Fiera Milano S.p.A.
Strada Statale del Sempione, 28
20017 Rho, Milan, Italy
Tel. +39 02 49971
Email host@fieramilano.it
Sito http://host.fieramilano.it/en  
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COMING UP
HOFEX
8 – 11 May 2017
Hong Kong Convention and 
Exhibition Centre
www.hofex.com
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HOFEX will run from 8 – 11 May 2017 at the 
Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre. 

Attracting over 900 chefs, pastry chefs and 
apprentices in the region “to reflect the breadth 

and depth of their achievements in the kitchens,” the show 
will also run the Hong Kong International Culinary Classics 
(HKICC), “a prestigious, professionally organised, one-of-a-
kind competition endorsed by the World Association of Chefs 
Societies (WACs), that honour professionalism and execute 
high standards in culinary.” This is a biennial event.

For the show next year, the competition will comprise 
of individual challenges in Western and Chinese cuisine, 
along with team challenges, including: the butchery skills 
challenge, live high tea set competition and the gourmet team 
challenge. Participants will be judged on strict criteria scored 
by composition, correct professional preparation, skills, and 
techniques, presentation and innovation, and  
serving arrangement. 

HKICC 2017 will be co-organised with The Hong Kong 
Chefs Association and International Culinary Intuitions.  
This will be “an amazing opportunity for chefs and  
apprentices who want to shine and be recognised.”  
(Entries: www.hofex.com/hkicc).

Meanwhile, the Asian Catering Equipment Awards (ACE 
Awards) will showcase winning kitchen equipment shaping the 
future of sustainable and innovative foodservice. 

In face of the ever-growing production and operation costs 
in foodservice, sustainable kitchen equipment is the way to look 
for better solution. 

Not only does sustainable equipment help to decrease 
operational costs, it also protects the environment by reducing 
carbon footprint and waste. 

Previous shows’ awarded equipment always receives “much 
attention and positive feedback from users,” say organisers, 
“while proving the importance of efficient equipment  
in culinary.”

HOFEX’s ACE awards cover an extensive selection of 
categories that includes: Innovative Light Equipment Award; 
Innovative Heavy Equipment Award; Innovative Water/ 
Energy-Saving Equipment Award; Innovative Labour-Saving 
Equipment Award; Innovative New Catering Equipment 
Award; Innovative Sustainable Catering Equipment Award; 
Innovative Visual Design Catering Equipment Award; and 
Chef ’s Favourite Award. 

Each category caters the dimensional work space in the 
kitchen and helps shape a sustainable future. 

Always looking 
to the future 
with HOFEX
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COMING UP
HK IntErnatIOnal  
WInE & SpIrItS FaIr
Hong Kong Convention and 
Exhibition Centre
9 – 11  November 2017
www.hktdc.com/hkwinefair

The recently held ninth Kong International Wine & Spirits  
Fair featured more than 1,060 exhibitors from 37 countries  
and regions.

Hailed as “an effective international promotion platform,” 
the success of the fair is due to a variety of factors, say organisers: zero 
duties on Hong Kong wine imports since 2008, a large international 
exhibitor presence, international buyers especially wine importers from 
Asia, high value-added business opportunities and networking activities, 
including grand tasting sessions, master classes, wine tastings, cocktail 
demonstrations as well as seminars.

This year there was a “strong international flavour at the fair.” Since the 
HKSAR Government scrapped import duties on wine in 2008, the wine 
industry has recorded tremendous growth, attracting industry players to 
start or expand their business in Hong Kong. 

The value of Hong Kong’s wine imports rose from US$128 million in 
2007 to US$1 billion in 2015, a more than six-fold increase. 

Being a well-known wine trading and distributing hub, wine exporting 
countries are seeking to tap into the Asian market through Hong Kong. 
Croatia, Finland and the Philippines exhibited at the fair for the first time. 
Wine producing regions, wine associations and trade commissions from 
around the world formed 30 pavilions to promote their products. Among 
them, first-time group pavilion organisers include the Azerbaijan, Bulgaria, 
from the Chinese mainland, Fukushima Prefectural Government and 
Kyushu Shochu Culture & Tourism from Japan, Portugal, the US, and the 
Republic of Slovenia. 

Located in South Central Europe, Slovenia is a wine producing 
country less familiar to consumers in Hong Kong and Asia. Slovenia’s 
viniculture is characterised by the country’s diverse geography and 
microclimates; its latitude aligns with many renowned and prolific wine-
producing regions like Bordeaux, Burgundy and Northern Rhône. Around 
70 per cent of Slovenian wines qualify as premium wine. 

Wine from Israel, a country with 5,000 years of wine-making history 
was also present. Produced by Hevron Heights, Armagedon is brewed 
using traditional methods using grapes grown on the Judean Mountains 
at high altitude (950m) and aged for 24 months in French oak barrels. 
Armagedon is kosher wine, produced in accordance with Judaism’s 
religious laws.

Bulgarian orange wine from Wine Cellar Villa Melnik in spite of its 
name is not made from oranges. Its darker colour results from extended 
contact of white grape juice with grape skins over a longer period of time. 
Orange wine is intense with a dry, tannic taste and nuttiness derived from 
oxidation, and can be paired with a wide variety of dishes ranging from 
beef to fish.

Crown Royal’s Northern Harvest Rye from Canada “stunned 
the whisky world” as the first Canadian whisky to earn a title in the 
authoritative Jim Murray’s Annual Whisky Bible with almost full marks and 
was named World Whisky of the Year 2016.

In addition there were also dedicated zones promoting the industry’s 
all-round developments, such as Wine Investment, Wine Education 
and Wine Storage & Logistics zones. More than 70 special events were 
arranged to provide a comprehensivwe platform for trading and exchange. 
Close to 50 wine tasting sessions were organised. 

The Wine Industry Conference presented the issue of how to: 
“Uncover the Opportunities of the New Cool Climate Wine Trend”. 

In the first nine months of 2016, Hong Kong’s wine imports reached 
US$116 million, a 22 per cent year-on-year increase. As for the city’s 
exports, they totalled US$515 million, up 25 per cent over the same 
period last year. 

Wine is fine in HK
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Kee Group has appointed Michelin star chef 
Bjoern Alexander as its group executive chef, 
overlooking the kitchens of private members 
club, KEE, modern izakaya, Koko, and it’s 
new venue at the Central Police Station. 

Fijian private resort Laucala Island has 
appointed Jean Luc Amann as executive 
chef. With 30 years of internationally 
acknowledged culinary experience, he has 
worked at many renowned hotels and 
distinguished restaurants across the globe 
before joining Laucala Island. 

John Gardner is the new general director 
of chains Caravelle Hotel Joint Venture 
Company. Gardner has more than three 
decades’ worth of experience at the helm of 
leading hotels within the Asia-Pacific region. 
He has worked in Sydney, Melbourne, Perth, 
Auckland, Bangkok, Surabaya, Singapore, 
Jinan, Chongqing, Phnom Penh, Shenzhen 
and, for the past 10 years, Ho Chi Minh City.

Niccolo Hotels has appointed Maxine Howe 
as director of sales and marketing for its new 
flagship property The Murray, a Niccolo Hotel, 
Hong Kong.  With over 30 years of experience 
across the luxury hotel industry, Howe held the 
same position at at Langham Place Hotel in 
Hong Kong for four years, she has also worked 
for Marriott International across Hong Kong, 
Australia, Indonesia, Hawaii, Korea and China.

Niccolo Hotels has appointed Anton Kilayko 
director of communications for The Murray, 
a Niccolo Hotel, Hong Kong. Kilayko 
brings over 15 years of hospitality industry 
experience to his new role. He has held a 
number of sales, marketing and branding 
leadership roles with Dusit International, 
Orient-Express Hotels Trains and Cruises 
(now Belmond) and The Ritz-Carlton.

Jeong Kil Kim has been appointed by 
Wyndham as GM of Seoul’s Ramada Jeju 
Seogwipo. Kim’s two-decade career began at 
The Grand Hyatt Melbourne Hotel before 
moving to The Regent Sydney. He has also 
worked for Westin Hotels & Resorts in Korea 
and Indonesia. Prior to this appointment he 
was GM at Golden Tulip Hotel, Korea, a 
brand of Louvre Hotels Group.

The Laguna, A Luxury Collection Resort & 
Spa, Nusa Dua, Bali has welcomed Lucia 
Liu as general manager. Bringing 13 years 
of experience in hotel operations, Liu has 
worked in Europe and the US. Over the last 
four years, Liu has been hotel manager at The 
St. Regis Bali Resort. 

Thenesh Murugaya has joined 
InterContinental Hong Kong as the 
Harbourside chef. Murugaya has a wealth of 
culinary experience throughout Southeast Asia 
and Australia. Prior to relocating to Hong 
Kong, he was the opening chef de cuisine at 
the Grand Hyatt Kuala Lumpur.  Prior to 
that, he worked at the Mandarin Oriental 
KL. He has also worked in Singapore at the 
Fullerton Hotel and Raffles Hotel. 

Jean-Yong Pittion has been appointed executive 
assistant manager F&B for Sheraton Grand 
Macao Hotel, Cotai Central and The St. Regis 
Macao, Cotai Central. Korea-born Pittion lived 
in France from a young age and has spent more 
than three decades in Europe working with 
reknown chefs and at five-star establishments 
such as Four Seasons Hotel London, the 
Park Hyatt Paris Vendôme and Hôtel Plaza 
Athéné. Most recently he was director F&B at  
Mandarin Oriental, Hong Kong.

Michael Robinson is the new GM of 
Caravelle Saigon. Formerly the director of 
rooms at the property, Robinson has almost a 
decade’s worth of experience in the industry, 
this latest move will see him become the 
youngest General Manager in the Caravelle 
Saigon’s history.

Mandarin Oriental, Guangzhou has 
appointed New Zealander, Jonathan Shea, 
as its new executive chef. Shea began his 
career in hospitality at The Hilton Hotel in 
Auckland, New Zealand, in 2002, moving 
on to The Shangri-La Hotel in Vancouver, 
Canada seven years later, where he worked 
with three-Michelin star chef, Jean Georges 
Vongerichten. Prior to joining MO, 
Guangzhou, he was the executive chef at  
The Shangri-La Hotel in Nanjing.

Onyx Hospitality Group has named Mael 
Vastine as GM Hong Kong. In this capacity, 
Vastine will oversee all brands, including 
new projects in Hong Kong, and continue to 
lead Ozo Wesley Hong Kong; he joined the 
company in 2014 as GM of that property. 
Prior to that, Vastine was resident manager 
Ibis Hong Kong Central and Sheung  
Wan Hotel.

 A p p o i n t m e n t s





An unique new way 
to interact with people

Luminous Carpets combine Philips Lighting LED technologywith 
resilient, luxurious looking Desso carpet. The result is a durable, 
stylish flooring solution that you can use to greet, impress and 
inform people in new and exciting ways. 

Visit us at www.luminous-carpets.com
www. lighting.philips.com.hk
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